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Descriptive Report to Accompany Topographic Sheet,
Showing Shore-line, Wharves and Pier-heads of
San Francisco City Water-front.
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Triangulation. The stations upon this sheet are nearly all secondary objects, buildings, chimneys of manufacturing establishments, wharf-corners &c., some of them formerly, others recently, determined.

Topography. The survey was confined exclusively to the survey of shore-line wharves &c. and extends from near Fort Point, approximately ten miles easterly and southerly to near Hunters Point. The survey of shore-line and wharves was made by Mr. Ferdinand Westdahl, Draughtsman, in order to meet requirements of the hydrographic parties. Every object from Fort Point Wharf to Hunters Point, extending over the shore-line is included in the survey. No other details were intended to be included and there are therefore none for description.
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